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CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

After analyzing A Game of Thrones, the writer discovers several findings that

is answered the research questions of this research. First, the writer found that

Martin as the author of this novel tries to represent a complicated story through

characterization and also plot. The writer believes that the complicated

characterization can be seen from how each character going through a sudden

change in their situation that forced them to changes their behavior and actions.

Meanwhile the writer believes the plot is complicated is seen from the way Martin

shows many events that occur to each character that related and influenced their

journey toward their desired goals.

Second, the writer found four types of desire in this novel. First is the desire

to find and punish the murderer. This desired is pictured in the Eddard and

Catelyn’s journey. With the same desire, they experienced a different journey and

later get differerent result. Second is the desire to reveal the Queen secret that is

pictured in Eddard’s journey. This desire has another purpose which is Eddard

tries to get rid the Queen from his family. Third desire is to get acceptance by

people that is pictured in Jon Snow’s story. The writer argues that he tries to find

another place and people that makes him feels like home unlike in Winterfell

where he got nothing because of his status. The last desire is Daenerys’ desire to

come back home. It sounds simple, but the journey that is experienced by

Daenerys’ is very complicated that forced her to change her desire. The writer
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believe that this act of her is caused by the pressure that happened to her and also

because of the experiences that she got while being the wife of a Khalasar’s leader

makes her gain confidence and also anger that lead her to change the desire.

Third, the writer believes that the efforts that is done by the characters in

order to achieve their desired goals is urge by two factors. The first factor is, the

writer believes that the amount of the efforts that they done is equal to the amount

of the desire that they have. and the writer believes that in all desire that the writer

analyzed, all of them have a very big desire that lead them to take a very bold

decision in their life. Second factor that the writer belives urge them to do the

efforts in order to achieve their goal is the person who get the advantages if the

desire is achieved. In all desire that the writer analyzed, all of the result is

advantages to the person who done the journey itself. The writer conclude that

beside the amount of the desire, the person who got the advantage after the

journey is the factors that make it possible for one character to make a bold

decision in their journey.


